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control or autonomy over their own lives and bodies. Those most vulnerable to poverty
today's world are also women and children, often suffering abuse and sexual violence
ide economic hardship. Inhabiting these disadvantaged social locations, the poor are
to use "different currencies to barter for rights." In this light, those working in the
e of the poor would benefit from earnest consideration of the intersection of gender
lass. An empathic understanding of these intersecting inequalities can guide us toward
ls that bring us nearer social justice through poverty alleviation.
Choice is also an important premise throughout the readings. Chapter six, "Maria's
ice," recounts the experiences of three women, as told by John of Ephesus, to illustrate
myriad options we have in alleviating poverty. Oftentimes, current approaches feel the
to make distinctions between the deserving and undeserving poor, thereby building
ards against so-called wasted efforts, misused funds, and the inconvenience of endneed. The stories of Maria, Euphemia, and Mary assert that while Christians have a
onsibility in giving, the responsibility for honest use lies with the recipient. "Risky" givcan be a model for those who feel the need to share, but feel constrained by current
ems about who "deserves" assistance. These stories also suggest that giving aid does
equire religious conversion. In fact, Holman argues that it is the needy poor who stand
uch better chance of understanding religious truth than the rich. Thus, Christianity can
e framework that informs actions on behalf of the poor, but it need not be the outcome.
Overall, God Knows There's Need should appeal to anyone who has an interest in serving
poor and working toward social justice. Though the lessons are informed by early Christexts, this framework does not limit the methods by which one might address poverty.
d, Holman argues that an empathic sensing of the poor means one must be aware of
own place in the global community, able to recognize paradigms from different faiths
faith at all. The emphasis on human rights can help individuals and organizations
it a space of equality with the poor, engage in charity and good works, all the while
g closer to social justice. The emphasis on choice and freedom should assist individuorganizations to design unique and varied approaches as they create welcoming
aces for all those who wish to join in the efforts to end poverty.

John Sommerville. Religious Ideas for Secular Universities. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
. 200 pp. $18.00 (paper), ISBN 9780802864420.
Reviewed by Ken Badley, Education, George Fox University

With Religious Ideas for Secular Universities, John Sommerville continues a line of eniry he began in his 2006 book, The Decline of the Secular University. There, he argued that
American university has found itself on society's sidelines by excluding religion from
emic discourse. In doing so, it refused, or at least failed, to address a dimension which,
t turns out, most people outside the academy consider fundamentally important. Despite
ing lost its focus, its coherence, and its confidence (4), the university can regain its public
e if it finds the grounds and the courage to address again the whole human, including
religious dimension. Sommerville intends both The Decline of the Secular University and
igious Ideas for Secular Universities to help provide the conceptual framework within which
university might recover that voice. In the present title, Sommerville hopes to address as
the criticism that his earlier volume lacked specific, practical suggestions.
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Central to the framework he offers here is an understanding of religion that
significantly from that currently holding sway in the academy. Most readers of this
would agree with Sommerville that everyone operates out of some ultimate cone
gives their final allegiance to someone or something, whether to justice, or rationa
money, or to the Christian God or some other god or gods. Furthermore, many readers
journal would agree that at the end of the day, such allegiances are religious i
point for which Sommerville gives credit to Paul Tillich but which he could as
borrowed from dozens of others, especially from thinkers in the Kuyperian tra
adopting this wider definition of religion, Sommerville sets himself apart from the
which has preferred to restrict the definition of religion to those world religions in
typically in, say, an introductory text on comparative religion.
This broad definition of religion - that everyone (including everyone in the ac
operates on the basis of fundamentally religious commitments - lies at the foundatio
becomes a great strength of Sommerville's argument. I suggest this line of arg
strength for several reasons. First, it provides coherence to the variety of topics Som
treats in this book, ranging from the history of childhood to the place of the arts ·
and the role of the daily press, to the culture wars. Once we classify fundamental
ments as religions, we can test them, especially their capacity to answer key questi
the nature of the good and the nature of human difference, questions that religio
always attempted to answer. Second, readers unfamiliar with such wider definitions o
gion may gain new insight into their own intuitions that the rules of the game have,
now, privileged some visions of the good life unfairly while excluding others from the
versation. Third, Sommerville's adoption of the wider definition allows him to ofii
inely helpful suggestions for those in the academy who would seek for it the place
it once held in society. Granted, those suggestions, or at least the path to their imple
tion, may strike the secular academy as overpriced initially; he offers preposterous and
ening as two possible adjectives the academy might use to describe his proposal (32).
Sommerville is correct that the academy must be able to address the foundational q
of goodness and the human, then it should consider following his suggested pa
notwithstanding. In his words, the university needs "religion's seriousness about
(31), for no one can discuss the ultimate questions without reference to religious ca
(109).

Ultimately this wider definition of religion may leave Sommerville vulnerable to
by the very academy to which he directs his argument. Aggressive secularists, whether
academy, Hollywood, government, or the news media, recognize what is at stake when
one suggests abandoning the restricted definition of religion in favor of the wider de ·
proffered by Sommerville. Organizing a society around a wider definition of reli ·
create a genuine pluralism in which all visions of the good life are recognized as fun
tally religious and no vision has privileged access to society's microphone. In such a
the acknowledged religions - usually those recognized only in the restricted def
gain a new voice. The corollary of course is the loss of privilege for the hitherto una
edged secular religions. The vulnerability of Sommerville's argument lies right here:
sive secularists in the academy will recognize immediately what they have to gain
with the adoption of such a definition. One would expect that the intended audi
Sommerville's book administrators and faculty leading secular universities - will
nize what they have to lose and consequently will, more than other readers, resist hi
ment. Meanwhile, those least in need of persuading will be the most likely both to read

agree with Sommerville.
Sadly, academic followers of secular religions who reject Sommerville's broadening of
definition of religion through a (mis)calculation of their losses may miss much of what
have to gain. In Religious Ideas for Secular Universities, Sommerville points out several
s the academy can reclaim ground it ceded voluntarily in the twentieth century. If the
emy reoccupied this ground, it might have society's ear once again on important quesabout what it means to be human and on how to get along with each other. Sommerville
thing if not charitable toward the academy, and he takes no delight in the irony that it
no sooner completed its century of secularization than society awoke to a new century
esacralization" (to borrow Peter Berger's term). The new century has meant that the
of secularization in the university are clearer now than ever before, especially the loss
a sufficient foundation to define and protect the human good and, for that matter, to
fine the human itself. As never before, the academy needs to reconsider its earlier pledge
allegiance to rationalism and naturalism and then recover its ability to ask the questions of
ing and purpose that people continue to insist on asking. If the academy can recover
ability, society may again stop to ask it for directions.
Some readers may experience, as did I, frustration with Sommerville's informal writing
le and his lack of documentation. At some points his book feels more like a romp, or at
more like an extended Harpers or Atlantic Monthly essay than it does like a carefully
ed book. The lack of documentation makes some of his claims appear to be merely
s rather than carefully reasoned or documented conclusions. However, even those readers
long for more documentation from Sommerville likely will smile at his clever and, at
ts, cheeky writing. For example, after noting the typically moral tone of the editorial
in a newspaper, he writes that its effort to point its readers in humane directions "may
ineffectual as the philosophy page, otherwise known as the comics" (175). Earlier, he
in deftly that sometimes "bad things happen to good countries" (25). Witty wording
his goes at least some way to answering the question Gertrude Himmelfarb raised in On
ing into the Abyss back in 1994: "Where Have All the Footnotes Gone?"
At a couple points, clever wording does not go far enough, however. The rationale for
erville's inclusion of a brief history of the formation of the biblical canon remained
· e in my reading of Religious Ideas for Secular Universities. In two other chapters, he
ughs ground from earlier volumes, notably in his chapters on the daily-ness of the press
on the history of childhood. Those chapters do fit in his argument finally, but readers
get a feeling that his own familiarity with those particular bits of geography has led him
sume that a quick review will suffice for us as it does for him and that we will accept
tions instead of argument. Sommerville's breadth of reading and thought, evident evhere in his book, allow him to paint with broad strokes. But the strength of broad strokes
also be its weakness.
Still, rewards await the reader who shows patience with Sommerville. As it turns out,
has given us an essay not just about the academy but about the whole of - and perhaps
hole in contemporary society. His title might lead one to expect a small number of
ise and orderly religious observations of possible benefit to secular universities. If at
Sommerville's book feels like it is going to deliver less than the title's promise, readers
be delighted to find that, in the end, Sommerville delivers more.
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